
Contest BenchBags Giveaway 
Official rules  

1. Objective 
 
Leather Forever S.L. (termed onwards BenchBags), through Instagram will carry 
out a contest called BenchBags Giveaway (#benchbagsgiveaway).  
 
The contest is open to participants of the EEC (European Economic Community) 
who are at least 18 years old at the time of entry. 

 

2. Contest description 

The winner will receive a tan zip card case. 

The Contest starts on May 21st, 2019 and ends on May 29th, 2019 at 23:59 o’clock. 
The winner will be announced on May 30th, 2019 (on Instagram). 

The winner will be chosen by using the application 
http://www.alazar.info/generador-de-sorteos. 

 

3. How to participate in the Contest 

 

• Like the post 
• Follow us on Instagram. 
• Mention two friends in a comment. 

 

4. Prize 

The winner will receive a tan zip card case. 

file:///C:/Users/user/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/D00EKBTO/instagram.com/benchbags
http://www.alazar.info/generador-de-sorteos
https://www.instagram.com/benchbags/


BenchBags will contact the winner through Instagram within five days of the 
draw. 

Once the winner has been notified, he/she will have two days to decline or 
accept the prize. Upon acceptance the winner will be asked for his personal 
information and address. 

If the winner does not respond within the two days given, BenchBags will choose 
a runner-up. 

If neither the winner can be contacted, BenchBags reserves the right to forfeit the 
prize. 

The winner will be announced on May 30th, 2019. 

No substitution, cash redemption or transfer of prize. 

 

5. Data Protection 

Any personal data relating to entrants will not be disclosed to a third party. Data 
relating to entrants will be retained by BenchBags for a reasonable period after 
the Competition closes. 

All personal data (such as names, addresses and other details) will be processed 
in accordance with the Organic Law 15/1999 of December 13, Protection of 
Personal Data. 

By entering the Competition, you hereby warrant that all information submitted by 
you is true, current and complete. 

If you are interested in correcting your personal data, please send an email to the 
following address: info@benchleather.com 

6. Disqualification 

BenchBags reserves the right in its sole discretion to disqualify any individual who 
is found to be tampering with the entry process or the operation of the Contest, to 
be acting in violation of these Official Rules, or to be acting in an unsportsmanlike 
or disruptive manner, or with the intent to disrupt or undermine the legitimate 
operation of the Contest, or to annoy, abuse, threaten or harass any other person. 



BenchBags reserves the right to seek damages and other remedies from any 
such person to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

BenchBags reserves the right to exclude entries containing pornographic or 
sexually explicit items. 

No incomplete, forged, software generated or other automated multiple entries 
will be accepted. 

During the following two weeks after the end of the contest, the participants 
cannot unfollow BenchBags on Instagram. 

If this occurs BenchBags reserves the right to exclude that participant from future 
contests considering he/she has only participated to win. 

 

7. Liability 

BenchBags are not responsible for failed, partial or garbled, corrupt or jumbled 
computer transmissions, or for technical failures of any kind, including but not 
limited to electronic malfunction, programming errors or failures, or damage or 
failure of any network, hardware or software.  

If for any reason the Contest is not capable of running as planned, as solely 
determined by BenchBags, including but not limited to by infection by computer 
virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorized intervention, fraud or technical failures that 
can corrupt or affect the administration, security, fairness, integrity or proper 
conduct of the Contest, BenchBags reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to 
cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the Contest. 

8. Additional terms 

By entering this Contest, entrants agree to be bound by these Rules. 

All entries are subject to verification by BenchBags. Entries that do not meet the 
requirements specified or otherwise do not comply with the Official Rules herein 
may be disqualified. Any attempted form of entry other than as described herein is 
void. 

BenchBags, in accordance with the Contest rules and regulations, will determine 
in its sole discretion, what constitutes a valid entry. 



 

9. Qualifying Entrants 

The contest is open to participants of the EEC (European Economic Community) 
who are at least 18 years old at the time of entry. 
 

Employees of BenchBags or any associated company of BenchBags and their 
immediate families, persons connected with the competition/prize draw and their 
immediate families i.e. prize sponsors, newsagents, wholesalers & their agents 
are not eligible to enter the Competition. 

 

 

10. Jurisdiction 

Except as prohibited, any disputes concerning the construction, validity, 
interpretation and more enforceability of these Official Rules without giving effect 
to any choice of law or conflict of law rules, shall be governed by, and construed 
in accordance with the laws of Spain and shall be subject to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the courts of Sevilla, Spain. 


